
And So 

Dew-cool August on snowshoes of the mouth 

I indulge pushed-orange cart-tracks powerful diamond 

hound, pot-licker say, I love be-dog jump right

love my down-that-tree little possum feist to a fine-point 

eyes shut nearly crazy down there it is now 

the leaves intuit to sit down for a while on a good 

long sofa hound dog at my side When you drink tea 

drink tea, it is said bring the possum growl bite 

each other I can see Morocco from inside 

the hummingbird window I can see Darjeeling 

Assam  Yunnan Province with the oldest tea 

trees on earth a brother and a sister lived once 

the animal in an ancient cosmology this is 

the song why don’t we just pitch-perfect 

over to the edge of our crust snowshoe mouth August 

heat decides the list of our deaths even when 

the yin teas those internal mites bring us into 

even when our bodies bring the dark names of tea-birth 

Sigh of the Sapphire  Sleeping Silver Elephant 

Temptation of the Sable Tassel Travertine Twilight on Venerable Mountain 

when you luck a hound, luck a hound  inscribe a Sutra 



 

inside your eyelid inscribe hound-howl into the hills  possum-shake 

through the swampy shallows  there are certain periods 

and certain shivers of long ordeal  biting each heavy 

world  dimming forest lamps in the   chests 

the beating births of birds  a slurry of bees 

beating broths of bird-speak   cruel owl-  scent 

not true small turns    go  to soon  to sleep 

 

 

 
 



 
 
With These Words 
 
 
And so I discovered that my body was composed of Chinese blood pheasants. 
In panda time, dark black circles surrounded even the bloodletting with hope. 

 
I came away from the mirror wishing I was thinner. 
My pants pulled tight. I remembered the gaseous bloat of chickpea-kale soup. 

 
In those days, I’d made the arctic fox my totem. Her milk-blanched fur. Even her stool. 
It was a blistering Indiana January. I imagined her several weeks north eating the  
     decomposed hoof of a dead musk ox. 

 
I felt my skin flush with feathers. 
I stayed inside and avoided cookies, cashews, and mirrors. 

 
Adult hares, I knew, belong to a measure of extraordinary sparseness. 
They birth their leverets, followed by an eloquent squabbling to hide among the frozen  
     stones. 

 
When disturbed, two of my hands resemble the edge of any body remembering the  
     electrical charge of snow-aching rain. 
Seasons within seasons. Totems within toes. These words, secretly touching my touching  
     of you. 
  



 
Sweet White Threads 
 
 
There is some great, damp bird 
the rain holds at 4:08 a.m. 
in Colorado mountain fog. I breathe slowly. 
Barred owls enter me. Their sleep enters me. 
Their cracked mice bone 
and rabbit-snap. The way they clock 
their neck puts me to sleep, 
in a wakeful way. Their slow breathing 
slows me deep. Yes, it is raining. Forty-two degrees. 
This is the summer solstice at my mountain 
retreat? I close my book, Those of the Gray Wind: 
The Sandhill Cranes. This is the same rain 
that entered Meng Chiao’s veins 
so many centuries before? The same sound 
inside the lonely blood notes of Wang Wei’s lute? 
I breathe deeply from the bottom of my belly; 
my mother is dead and alive. Already fifty-four 
weeks now since she left the body. I see her 
scarves, the embroidery edging her 
handkerchiefs, the clay birds 
she collected and kept on a table. She is gone. 
I listen to the mountain forest, and she is more 
alive than the possum who gave us 
the rest of the road the rest of the way down. 
How can this hound dog at my side 
keep this four a.m. vigil with me 
while the rest of the world is asleep? 
She breathes me deep. I love everything 
about the way my beagle-hound loves 
everything. Jim Harrison loved the sandhill cranes. 
Followed them all the way to Nebraska. 
And Meng Chiao, in a previous life, was a crane. 
There is something great and damp and wingèd  
always about to crack this bone or that. 
And I am drinking tonight 
a most delicate white tea all the way 
from Yunnan Province. Sipping it 
from a white porcelain cup. Sweet White Threads 
is so tenderly pale. With each sip, 
I feel it connect me to the world, the owls, 
my mother’s sheer black scarf. Even this 
mountain fog misting my view. It is so clear, 
as I peer into the cup, I can almost see moon- 
bit sycamores, still. And dark. The dark in the trees. 


